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The acoustic bass guitar (sometimes shortened to acoustic bass or initialized ABG) is a bass instrument with
a hollow wooden body similar to, though usually larger than a steel-string acoustic guitar.
Acoustic bass guitar - Wikipedia
Epiphone PR-4E Acoustic-Electric Guitar Epiphone's newest baby is the PR-4E Acoustic-Electric Guitar and
it is a real workhorse acoustic/electric for the stage and in the studio.
Epiphone PR-4E Acoustic/Electric Guitar Player Package
The Traveler Guitar Ultra-Light is the smallest, lightest full-scale acoustic/electric travel guitar on the market.
The proprietary In-Body Tuning System uses standard tuning machines relocated into the body, eliminating
the need for a headstock.
Amazon.com: Traveler Guitar Ultra-Light Acoustic-Electric
Electric guitars have come full-circle for rock, country, blues and countless other styles of music. Dean
Guitars busted down the door in 1977, and now almost 40 years later, we're continuing to pave the way for
guitar enthusiasts worldwide.
Electric Guitars | For Sale
Official Dean Guitars website showing the world's finest selection of Electric Guitars, Bass Guitars, Acoustic
Guitars, guitar pickups guitar amps, and related gear. Click for details.
Guitars: Electric, Acoustic, Bass and more by Dean
Guitar building: links to acoustic guitar building, electric guitar making, guitar repair, violin making, dulcimer
making, mandolin building and all other types of lutherie; pickup winding; flute making; brass instrument
repair; drum making and all other types of musical instrument construction and repair.
Guitar Building: Acoustic Guitar Building, Electric Guitar
A guitar amplifier (or amp) is an electronic device or system that strengthens the weak electrical signal from a
pickup on an electric guitar, bass guitar, or acoustic guitar so that it can produce sound through one or more
loudspeakers, which are typically housed in a wooden cabinet.
Guitar amplifier - Wikipedia
Strum GS-2. ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC GUITARS. Your new session guitarist. Strum GS-2 is a plug-in for the
production of guitar tracks. With a huge collection of acoustic and electric guitars, automatic chord
recognition, sophisticated chord voicing, integrated strumming and picking action, MIDI riff library, amp and
effects, playing guitar on a ...
AAS Strum GS-2 acoustic and electric guitar plug-in VST AU
U5 INSTRUMENT DI-PREAMP Pure Class A music recording systems since 1985. Pure Class A, 100%
discrete design Smooth musical detail and sonic excellence
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